Most librarians have had the experience of a patron coming to the reference desk, asking for help trying to get into some account to which the person has forgotten the login and/or password. It could be a personal e-mail account. It could be the campus course management system. But whatever the service, the patron cannot log in. And often at some point in the reference transaction the patron will express frustration at all of the logins and passwords he or she needs to remember.
Just about every personalized or semipersonalized Web service requires some sort of login. While certain suites of services, like Zoho or Google, can use one login for different types of services, like e-mail or document creation, most times, when a user is accessing different Web services across different companies or organizations, separate logins and passwords are required. Obviously, users can try to use the same login and password for all of their online services, but that isn't always feasible, given login name limitations and password syntax rules. Also, there's no way to change a password across services, so unless a user is very disciplined in her login/password choices, eventually credentials can become out of sync with each other. Most users have resigned themselves to dealing with multiple logins and passwords in whichever way best makes sense for them. But this raises the question of whether online identity needs to be such a complicated prospect.
In some ways it does need to be a complicated prospect because online identity is a complex thing, riddled with security and privacy concerns. But there are some online initiatives that are trying to simplify the world of logins and online identities.
The most common and perhaps mature solution is OpenID, an opensource, nonproprietary authentication mechanism that lets users create one login and password that can be used across different sites (Mills 2008 (Fest 2008, 10) .
Still, the idea of an almost magical single sign-on remains attractive to users and to Web providers. Facebook entered the identity management market in late 2008 with Facebook Connect, a service that lets Facebook users login to certain non-Facebook sites using their Facebook credential (Wortham 2010) . Like OpenID, the only limit is the participation of the sites in the service. And of course, since this is Facebook, there are always privacy concerns, mainly over whether Facebook can be trusted with private user information (MacMillan 2009).
It seems some people are putting their faith in OAuth (Open Authorization) as an online identity management tool. OAuth is a technical specification that allows users to provide access to personal information, from photos to banking information, without actually revealing password information to a site. OAuth advocates frequently use the valet key metaphor, in that a valet keys allows someone access to a car, but in a controlled and limited fashion (Connolly 2010) . OAuth attempts to do the same thing with online identity, providing sites with just enough information to accomplish what the user has requested, but not allowing third-party sites access to any other user information.
Eran Hammer-Lahav, one of the developers who has worked on the OAuth standard, provides a more comprehensive explanation:
As the web grows, more and more sites rely on distributed services and cloud computing: a photo lab printing your Flickr photos, a social network using your Google address book to look for friends, or a thirdparty application utilizing APIs [Application Programming Interface] from multiple services.
The problem is, in order for these applications to access user data on other sites, they ask for user names and passwords. Not only does this require exposing user passwords to someone else-often the same passwords used for online banking and other sites-it also provides these [applications] unlimited access to do as they wish. They can do anything, including changing the passwords and lock[ing] users out.
OAuth provides a method for users to grant third-party access to their resources without sharing their passwords. It also provides a way to grant limited access (in scope, duration, etc.) . (2010) The logistics of OAuth are complex, but conceptually, it's a way for users to provide access to certain parts of their online identities, while not revealing the rest of their personal data or information.
OAuth seems like it might be a specification that could help usher in the era of what David Siegel calls "Identity 3.0" (2009). Siegel outlines quite a few Identity 3.0 principles that third-party access brokers would follow:
• Using the principle of least privilege, meaning both parties to a transaction would reveal information in stages as necessary.
• Helping users and sites engage with others without giving away sensitive information.
• Authorizing third parties to do only the things users want them to do on their behalf and nothing else.
• Helping to prevent phishing, fraud, identity theft, and other common cyber crimes (2009, 107).
Mather also discussed the idea of Identity 3.0, suggesting there might be a need for some kind of external, nontextual verification mechanism, like a video camera (2008) . Both Mather and Siegel also explore the idea of multiple online identities. Siegel's vision of Identity 3.0 includes multiple identities, while Mather's concept includes the idea of virtual identity management, like someone's Second Life persona (2008; 2009) . That inclusion is interesting from a sociological perspective in that a recent study showed that members of generation X and generation Y struggle with the tension between authentic identities, where one can accurately connect an online identity to an individual, and inauthentic identities that let users experiment with online personas a bit more and in a more low-stakes manner (Yerbury 2010) .
Identity 3.0, as imagined by Siegel and Mather, seems to provide a space for identity experimentation, while also providing a mechanism for identity authentication. Because their identity concept provides layers of information to third-party sites, users can, within their proposed framework, manage their "true" identity, and/or experiment with an alternative one. In theory, someone buying a book online could have accurate address information that will allow them to receive the book. But they could also have inaccurate address information linked to another profile/persona that allows them to indicate they live in another part of the world. Both profiles/personas, with their accurate and inaccurate information, could be controlled by a single, master profile. Whether this is a good thing or a bad thing remains to be seen.
If it does become possible to manage multiple online identities, as just described, it will be because of strong privacy controls provided by whatever standard or standards wind up being commonly adapted. As it stands now, online privacy for many people is more a matter of security through obscurity rather than a coherent privacy strategy. Rowe and Ciravegna conducted an experiment where they were able to successfully build profiles of users using publicly shared information (2010). Perhaps even more troubling, they were also able to automate the process (Rowe and Ciravegna 2010) .
Given that privacy and identity are such important issues, it's not surprising that some people have explored the idea of government regulation of identity. In Europe, many European Union members are already moving forward with national electronic ID cards (Collings 2008) . These cards have not been able to help resolve the challenges of managing Web identities, though. Hoikkanen et al. indicated "infomediaries" as a challenge to an allencompassing electronic government-sponsored identity strategy (2010, 5). Hoikkanen et al. define infomediaries as "private gatekeepers of people's personal data (ISPs, Google, Facebook)" (2010, 5) .
Unfortunately for librarians, there is not much to be done in terms of moving the online identity management cause forward. There are many factors, technologies, and specifications that make it too complex an issue to be guided by professionals who are not directly involved in the initiative.
However, librarians can serve as interpreters to users, helping them to understand the importance of online identity as well as the privacy implications. Librarians at many academic institutions wind up in some sort of technological leadership role. In that role, they can discuss online identity with patrons, outlining the current state of online identity management, but also presenting future possibilities.
While decidedly less lofty than the Identity 3.0 dreams of Siegel or Mather, even something as simple as OpenID, which, while not horribly secure, can be helpful for certain users, allowing them to access low-stakes websites with a single login.
It seems everyone has dreamt of the elusive master sign-on credential, the universal login and password combination that gives users access to every site to which they have (or want) access. While that dream might not ever come to fruition, it seems there are initiatives moving forward that will make it easier for users to manage their online identities. As information professionals, librarians need to monitor the emerging identity management tools and services, insuring that these services simplify online identities for users without making them vulnerable to things like identity theft and privacy exploitations.
It's hard to say just how far away Identity 3.0 is, but no matter how close the concept is to becoming a reality, users still need advocates to protect them but also to inform them. Online identity is complex to navigate but an increasingly important concept to understand.
